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radius financial group inc. Celebrates 15 Years in Business this November
October 27, NORWELL, MA – radius financial group inc., a leading private mortgage lender in
New England, is celebrating its 15th year in business this November. The company’s principals,
Sarah Valentini and Keith Polaski, launched the company in 1999 after meeting at a national
subsidiary of a Fortune 500 company in the early years of their careers.
The company’s first office was located on Granite Street in Braintree in the Granite Plaza. The
company grew from 13 employees in 1999 to 35 in 2007, when they moved to their current
location in Norwell. With almost 80 employees today, radius is in the middle of an office
expansion project. The new space will include popular amenities such as standing work
stations, an eat-in kitchen, and an outdoor patio area for employees to enjoy a change of
scenery throughout their day.
“The workplace has evolved over the last 15 years. Recognizing that our employees spend the
majority of their day in the office, we hope to create a better, healthier environment,” said
Sarah Valentini, president and principal of radius.
Not only has the company’s office space evolved, but the mortgage industry itself has also gone
through many changes over the last 15 years, especially since the housing crisis of 2008,
resulting in numerous reforms and regulations. radius credits sound judgment and prudent
underwriting to withstanding the crisis.

“The industry has been turned upside down,” said Keith Polaski, principal and COO of radius,
“We set out to serve our customers the best way possible, and because of our team of
dedicated and hard-working employees, we continue to do just that.”
radius will celebrate their anniversary with a catered employee luncheon in early November
where they will also recognize employees celebrating 15, ten and five years with the company.
Once the office renovation is completed, an open house is planned for employees, friends and
business partners.
About radius financial group inc..
radius financial group inc.. is a leading, private, full-service mortgage lender in New England,
consistently delivering quality financial services to its clients and referral partners since 1999. With a
commitment to delivering a measurably better experience to borrowers, radius has been nationally and
locally recognized for its continued growth and achievements. Headquartered in Norwell, MA, radius
services Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Maine, Connecticut and Florida, with offices in
Mansfield, Orleans, Scituate, West Springfield and Westwood, MA, and in Bedford, NH. Visit us at
www.radiusgrp.com or facebook.com/radiusgrp
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